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On the road to Green
Purolator
Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa
April 25, 2022

Delivering on the promise of a
better future
Purolator’s long-term vision is to be Canada’s Greenest
Courier by delivering for Canada more efficiently while
minimizing our impact on the environment.
As part of our five year, $1 billion “Delivering the
Future” growth and innovation strategy, we’re making
important sustainability investments, including
investing in greener buildings and vehicles.
Our approach is to integrate sustainable practices into
all areas of our business and set ambitious GHG
emissions and waste reduction goals.

Our pathways to GHG emissions reduction
Fleet emissions – invest in alternative-fuel
vehicles and low carbon technologies

Value Chain emissions – engage with
our suppliers and customers to reduce
our Scope 3 emissions

Renewable electricity – procure renewable
energy for our facilities; install onsite
renewables

Fuel use – optimize our operations and
integrate alternative fuels and modes of
transport

Waste – reduce waste and standardize
recycling in our operations; implement
sustainable packaging
Building emissions – install energyefficient equipment in our facilities

Our GHG emissions profile
GHG Emissions (Tonnes of CO2e)
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92% of our Total GHG Emissions
comes from our ground fleet, air and
rail operations.
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Fleet electrification
Review and lessons learned

Why advance electrification?
• Financial
• Environmental

• Health and safety
• Reputational

• Motivational/employer brand

Greening our fleet

2021

Winner of the
prestigious Advanced Clean
Transportation (ACT) Fleet
Award for showing leadership
in clean transportation as the
first Canadian courier to deploy
all-electric step-vans.
As a founding member of the Urban Delivery
Solutions Initiative (UDSI), we were recognized as
a recipient of Canada’s Clean50 Top Project
Award. The UDSI is a first-of-its-kind coalition of
businesses that promotes the switch from
combustion-engine delivery trucks to zeroemission vehicles.

As we strive to reduce our GHG emissions and
achieve net-zero by 2050, we are working towards
transforming our fleet through the adoption of new
advanced-technology vehicles.

In 2021, we deployed and tested the following all
electric vehicles:
•
•
•

1 low-speed vehicles (LSVs)
11 e-bikes
5 all-electric steps vans

Urban distribution centre: electric cargo bike pilot (Montreal)

E-bikes and low-speed electric vehicles (LSVs)
E-bikes – current deployment: Montreal – 5 units (Ester), Richmond – 6 units (Rytle)
Productivity:
• Stops per hour was either comparable or better than a van in downtown
• No parking tickets
• No fuel
Rider feedback:
• Couriers have expressed their enjoyment in riding the e-bikes in Richmond
• ”Wow” factor from onlooking public
Learnings:
• Some design improvements will be required and are being studied to cope with
Purolator's weight application on the e-bikes
• Road conditions have an impact on suspension components and overall maintenance

LSVs – 1 unit currently deployed in Montreal:
• Previous lease term of LSVs from Tropos deemed problematic and unreliable
• New lease units from ClubCar will have to be tested in the near term to understand the
product

Motiv performance (Richmond)

Motiv results as of Dec 2021 to date:
• 5 electric vehicles deployed in April 2021
• Assigned to downtown Vancouver routes
• Limited number of kilometers driven as routes are
focused on downtown
• Minimal amount of charged used on daily basis due to
km driven and size of battery in vehicles
• Maintenance YTD is also low, due mainly to km driven
• Richmond has an onsite Motiv Tech to address all
electrical issues
• Overall results are strong, but larger sample is required
to effectively test EV capability

EV lessons learned

• Regenerative brakes
• Range
• Stop and go
• Battery modules

Considerations and work to complete in 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Break even point ICE vs. Electric vehicle
Carbon emission comparison between vehicle types
Selection of terminals to electrify
Placement of vehicles by terminal (i.e., right vehicle, right route)
Driver training
Placement of vehicle by climate – summer vs. winter
Estimate lifespan of the vehicles
Lease program for batteries vs. part of purchase price
Incentives (BC, AB, QC)
Maintenance support from OEMs

Electrification go-to-market strategies
Chicken and egg – Which comes first?
Infrastructure build insights

Vehicle acquisition Insights

• EV charging availability is growing at different rates across
the world and has largely been market-led.

• Opportunities to purchase medium & heavy-duty vehicles
from multiple vendors to support the right vehicle right
route strategy exist today.

• Canada’s sheer size – it is the second-largest country in
the world by land area – makes public charge point
availability a challenge.
• Current estimates peg the cost at $7,200 - $50,000 per
station to build EV charging stations.
Infrastructure will be expensive and will depend on:
• Power delivery, labor and material costs (wiring, concrete,
panels), networked or non-networked systems.
• Installation expenses depend on factors such as:
• Number of chargers; charger manufacturer; charger
level; labor; permits; taxes; location;
landscaping/lighting features.

• Manufacturing lead times are currently 8 – 12 months
from time of order. Supply chain issues are exacerbating
these times lines.
• Scalable manufacturing of EVs is limited as the market has
still not matured or gained parity to ICE vehicles.
• Initial high cost per unit of each vehicle compared to an
ICE vehicle, roughly 2X for class 3 & 4 (higher as the class
increases).
• Batteries are the key price driver of the vehicle cost;
however, the prices are declining rapidly.

Advancing electrification: The test
•

Test 100 electric vehicles from 2 OEMs in 3 to 4 terminals.

•

Install electrical charging stations and associated infrastructure in the same terminals.

•

Assess vehicle reliability, infrastructure requirements and future opportunities.

•

Build road map for future electrification based on findings

As this is still a relatively young industry for medium duty vehicles, testing the capability of the vehicle and
understanding the infrastructure implications are required prior to a full-scale EV Fleet strategy deployment.

Key elements to test:
• Operations processes and impacts
• Range of battery charge on various routes with a terminal
• Power consumption/drain by vehicles in different temperatures, geographies, distances
• Maintenance and training costs and vehicle availability (uptime)
• GHG emission reductions
• Charging time of vehicle types
• Cost of charging (peak/non-peak)
• Cost to maintain charging infrastructure

Beyond EVs to reduce GHG emissions

Reducing fleet emissions
Purolator operates a fleet of approximately

5,000 vehicles.
In 2022 we will explore the use of biofuels including
biodiesel in our tractors.

We will investigate additional emissions reduction
technologies, including Remora’s carbon capture
device for tractors. This device attaches to the
tailpipe and captures ~80% of the CO2. It is then
transferred to an offload tank and sold and
delivered to industrial end users.

Retail solutions: Urban Quick Stop

Retail solutions: Urban Quick Stop cont’d

40 ft. Urban Quick Stop
• Establish unique distribution hub and
expansion of “on road” cycling infrastructure
• Support strategic partnership with TPA and
potential future business model
• Offer full retail services, support returns,
package-free and brand awareness
• Peak capacity relief for terminal

20 ft. Urban E-Mobile Solution
• Easy drop and store e-bikes with minimal
requirements, no electrical needed
• Can house up to 4 E-Bike/Fleximodel
• Branding opportunity in key communities,
suburban markets
• Strong interest to expand this with
Metrolinx partnership

Retail solutions : Parcel lockers and self-serve kiosks

New satellite terminal, retail and e-bike operation cont’d
Ottawa - Reduction of 67.5 Tonnes C02e annually by removing 4

curbside delivery trucks and replacing them with 6 e-bikes. This
locations also has the ability to support additional e-bikes and LSVs.
Note: This location can support the growth of up to 10 ebikes and/or LSVs

Launching e-bikes will put us as the “first to market” with a
sustainable delivery model in Ottawa community
By changing the mode of transportation to cover downtown Ottawa, restructuring of the routes will need to take place.
The areas father out, 2.5 kms from site, will be delivered via Low Speed Vehicle (LSV) and the remainder of the area will
be delivered by e-bikes increasing delivery efficiencies with frequent load supply stops.
Ottawa FSAs: K1A, K1P, K1R, K1S, K2P

*Launching in 2023

Residential delivery network
Scenario #2

Direct LH

Scenario #1

Potentials:
• Relief Terminal space constrain by moving routes to
their delivery zones
• Delivery Network Segregation using 2 delivery modes:
Straight P&D and Alternative Deliveries Modes (
Locker, Hyper-local, Local Support, E-Bike, LSV)
• Agile, Fast , User-friendly, Community Value and Low
Cost Delivery valuing existing urban infrastructures
• 24/7 Service provision with seasonal & mobile parcel
locker, automated delivery assist (AMR).

Mobile Terminal Transfer Areas
(Satellite)

Challenges:
• Service window constrains (Premium)
• Space for S2R
• City space for Modular Dock & Mini-Hub
• May need Lite Automation
• By-Law & Regulations
• Collective Agreement

Proof of concept: Routes, clusters and technologies
Current Delivery Territory for 6 Routes serviced from Walkley Terminal (198) Mixed-Multi Tier Delivery Territory for 6 and more routes from Stitsville
transfer platform with consolidated freight transit from Walkley with
using Tier 1 delivery model ( Only P&D) with limited capacity and daily Stem
less stem time & potential of 1000 Pcs for Peak
Time & Distance from Walkley to Stistville of 34 min - - 34 Km / route
Current Status

Future Status

27

Proof of concept: Micro delivery and clustering

2020 Sustainability Report
Explore our long-term efforts to build a more
sustainable and equitable future in our latest
sustainability report.
Our strategy pillars:

•
•
•

Empowering our people
Delivering our planet
Helping our neighbours

purolator.com/environment

Cindy Bailey, Director, Corporate Sustainability
Chris Henry, Director, National Fleet
Khelil Khelil, Manager, Business Research & Development
purolator.com/environment

evXvé Update

EV Experience – Next Steps


Technical training


Volunteers - To be scheduled in May




EnviroCentre – more intensive training including EV road trip




Will be setup on web

Apr 23rd in Kemptville was our dry run




Staff are not as familiar with EVs as most don’t have one

Sign-up for specific events




Goal is to level set everyone – you will feel like this is a review

Booking tool and survey

Waiting for tent and apparel

Technical Training
EnviroCentre


4 participants



2 cars



Each had the opportunity to drive each
car



Went over technical material to ensure
they have a solid base

The News
April 2022

Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa (EVCO)

Michael Banks
Vice President, EVCO

Vinfast Reveals Pricing
for VF8 and VF9
•

Vinfast, the Vietnamese automaker
planning on releasing two new SUV’s
into Canada later this year has finally
revealed pricing.

•

The VF8 will start at $51,250.

•

The VF9 starts at $69,750.

•

These prices do not include the battery
pack which is leased for a monthly fee.

•

The “Flexible” plan will cost $35 per
month for the VF8 and $44 per month
for the VF9 for 500km of driving with
additional costs above that limit.

•

The “Fixed” plan has no driving limits
and will be $110 for the VF8 and $160
for the VF9 per month.

Canoo wins contract
for NASA Artemis
“Astovans”

•

NASA announced that is has chosen EV startup Canoo to provide the new
launch pad transports for its Artemis astronauts known as “Crew
Transportation Vehicles” (CTV’s).

•

Canoo confirmed it will deliver multiple vehicles to NASA by June 2023 to
support upcoming Artemis launches.

•

Since 1984 NASA crews have used modified Airstream motor homes.

•

SpaceX crews use modified Tesla Model Xs.

VW Prepares for
MEB platform
upgrades.
• At

the UBS Paris Electric
Car Day VW’s head of
sales and marketing for
the ID family provided
information about
upcoming improvements
to the MEB platform.
• MEB will soon enable up
to 700km (WLTP).
• Charging speeds will also
get a boost above 200
kW from 125 kW
currently.

Kia reveals 2023 Niro EV
at New York Auto Show
•

The car has been completely
redesigned for 2023 and features a
two-tone paint scheme with a
contrasting C-pillar.

•

Range is expected to increase to 407
km.

•

Refreshed interior will look more like
the EV6.

•

Car will also feature V2L capability like
EV6.

•

Deliveries expected this fall.

Toyota Reveals Pricing for
BZ4X
•

Toyota has aggressively priced its
first EV in order to qualify it for the
iZEV rebate program.

•

The base L model starts at
$44,990

•

The LE is $49,990 and adds
safety features and paint colours

•

The XLE is $54,990 and adds
AWD and other features

•

The top of the line XLE
Technology Package version is
$62,750.

•

All qualify for the iZEV rebate.

Full Year 2021 New Motor Vehicle
Registration Data Released by StatCan.
Plug-in growth is on track and following the adoption
curve despite unforeseen market disruptions.

esla Corner

Tesla to Stop Including
Mobile Connector with
New Cars

•

Tesla claims “super low” usage statistics were behind the decision to nix the charger and offer it
as a $400+ add-on (currently out of stock).

•

Current deliveries should still have Mobile Connectors for the next “several weeks” but they won’t
be included after that.

esla Corner
Giga Shanghai Restarts Production
• Factory

went offline on March 28th over drastic COVID
lockdown measures.

• Production

has officially restarted with 8,000 workers who
will be living and sleeping at the plant.

• China’s

“Zero COVID” policy has led to draconian lockdown
measures and has caused major shutdowns in several large
cities including Shanghai.

• Production

is expected to ramp up slowly with the company
having missed production for over 40,000 vehicles so far this
quarter.

esla Corner

730 MWh Tesla Megapack now up and
running.
•

Pacific Gas & Electric announced it has activated its new
Megapack project at Moss Landing substation in
California.

• The

project was approved in 2020 and is now fully
operational.

• It

consists of 256 Tesla Megapacks on 33 concrete slabs
and is expected to grow to 1.1 GWh of capacity making it
one of the largest grid storage installations in the world.

esla Corner

Giga Berlin Producing 350
Model Ys per Week.
•

The newly-opening factory is currently
producing only 350 vehicles per week but is
expecting to ramp up to 1,000 vehicles per
week by the end of the month.

•

Vehicle production officially started just over
a month ago and the factory is working
through its production ramp.

•

1,000 vehicles per week would mean an
annualized rate of 50,000 Model Ys per year
however the final production capacity goal
for the year has not been formally
announced.

Past Events
Reaching outside the bubble!

EVCO Cars 'N Coffee
Saturdays, 10am-noon.
April dates and locations:
• April 2nd – Honey Coffee Bar, 1564 Stittsville Main, Stittsville
• April 9th – Ministry of Coffee, 1013 Wellington St W, Ottawa
• April 16th – Starbucks Orleans, 4240 Innes Rd, Orleans
• April 30th – Little Victories Coffee, 801 Bank St., Ottawa

Past Events


Apr 13th – Ottawa Council Meeting


High Performance Development Standard






Remove option for Level 1 charging in new builds



Clarify metering requirements to ensure software metering would be accepted

Apr 19th - 6:30-8:00PM Earth Day Evening Event in French




Motion sponsored by Councillors Dudas and Ménard

Will put recording on our YouTube channel

Apr 23rd – Kemptville Sustainability Fair

April 23rd – North Grenville Sustainability Fair

Vehicle

Hyundai Ionic 5
Tesla Model 3
Tesla Model Y
Tesla Model S
Chevy Bolt
Total

Number of
drives
7
4
6
4

Number of
rides

2
1

21

3

Upcoming Events

Monthly
Meeting – May
30th



We are back to in person meetings!



Will also have a Teams meeting for those who can’t be there in person and to record



New location: Institut canadien-français d'Ottawa





316 Dalhousie, Ottawa



Entrance at rear



Free on-street parking after 5:30PM

Refreshments will be available (at your expense)

EVCO Cars 'N Coffee
Saturdays, 10am-noon.
May dates and locations:
• May 7 - Anabia Cupcakery Cafe Barrhaven, 3570 Strandherd Dr, Nepean
• May 14 - Ten Toes, 1109 Cyrville Rd, Ottawa
• May 21 - Figaro Coffee House Trainyards, 650 Industrial Ave, Ottawa

Upcoming Events
Apr 26th - 6:30-8:00PM Earth Day Evening Event in English
 May 13 to 23 – Canadian Tulip Festival - TBC
 May 19th – MIFO (Orléans) – Thursday


 Test

drives and presentations

May 26-28 - Tamarack Ottawa Race Weekend's expo
 Every Tuesday night starting…May 17
 Jun 3-5 – Blackburn Fun Fair
 July 1 – Aviation Museum??
 July 31 – Automotion 2022 – Brockville


Upcoming Events









Aug 4-7 - Navan Fair
Aug 12-21 - The Capital Fair, Rideau Carleton Raceway
(Aug 20 – Brockville Fun Day)
(~Sept 10 – National Capital Auto Show - Wesley Clover
Park)
Sept 22-25 – Carp Fair
Sept 23-25 - Outaouais Electric Auto Show
 https://salonelectriquedeloutaouais.com/




Sept 24 - Sustainable Showcase and EV (GEDO)
Mid-November - Santa Clause Parade

Roundtable!!

